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James Fisher. Spencer Tracy. A Bio-Bibliography. Westport, CT: Greenwood 
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The first critical anthology of Shakespeare's first Roman tragedy... 
TITUS ANDRONICUS 
Critical Essays 
Edited by Philip (, Kolin 
544 pages 31159-1 $75 5/95 
Volume 12, Shakespeare Criticism 
This anthology is the first comprehensive collection of the most significant 
criticism, reviews, and directors' commentaries on Titus. It offers 6 original 
essays, 5 original reviews of performances, and 40 reprinted articles, sec-
tions of books, and reviews. It includes the most influential work by major 
critics and reviewers from the 18th century to the present as well as signifi-
cant, hard-to-find material on productions across centuries and continents. 
Written expressly for this volume are detailed stage histories of Titus in 
China, Japan, Italy, and Germany, and assessments of recent productions in 
America and Europe. Among the contributors of original essays are David 
Bevington, William P. Williams, Carolyn Asp, Alexander Leggatt, Philip C. 
Kolin, Dorothea Kehler, and other leading scholars. 
Every major critical approach to the play is represented, from femi-
nist, cultural, and Marxist, to performance theoiy, biographical, and 
deconstructive. The anthology gives readers instant access to the best work, 
such an analysis of Brooks's seminal 1955 staging with Laurence Olivier and 
Vivien Leigh, as well as earlier criticism that is difficult to locate, from an 
1857 adaptation by the black American actor Ira Aldridge to a 1924 produc-
tion at Yale to a 1967 Baltimore Titus in Fascist dress. The anthology sur-
veys more than seven decades of commentary on Titus in more than 250 
works of criticism that are cited in an original 58-page bibliographic essay. 
Everyone writing on the play or teaching or studying it will find this unique 
volume invaluable. 
Call or write for a free Literature catalog that describes other volumes in this series 
and other books about Shakespeare. 
To order, call toll-free and use your credit card—full return/refund privileges. Add 
$5 per book for shipping in the U.S. and Canada, $10 elsewhere. 
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